Confluence: The Colorado River at the Compact’s Centennial

Tuesday, December 6, 2022 | 8 AM – 5:30 PM
ENR2 Building, Room S107
The University of Arizona

This event features an array of Colorado River experts speaking about critical topics along 'America's Nile.' In addition to discussing current conditions and future options, we will celebrate the publication of the Colorado River Compact centennial volume, Cornerstone at the Confluence: Navigating the Colorado River Compact’s Next Century. The UA Press will have books available for signing by Cornerstone authors at a reception immediately after the symposium.

In-person attendance preferred: refreshments, book raffle, Cornerstone authors, and reception. Zoom attendance permitted by request. Questions and requests can be directed to Amanda Leinberger at aleinberger@arizona.edu.

REGISTER

This event is hosted by the Arizona Institute for Resilient Environments and Societies (AIRES). Thank you to our event co-sponsors: the Babbitt Center for Land and Water Policy, the Janet Quinney Lawson Foundation, the Speer Family Foundation, UA press, the Udall Center for Studies in Public Policy, and the Water and Tribes Initiative.